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Training and re
WAS approached

recently by Di

Arbuthnot, the chief

executive of Retraining

Of Racehorses (RoR) and chair

of the International Forum for

the Aftercare of Racehorses,

who asked if I would consider

hosting a training day on their

behalf at Kingsley Park.

She wanted to film the

activities during the day and

use the films in their webinars,

which are live, online training

sessions and workshops.

Owners and riders of ex-

racehorses can use the

webinars as a library of

information which they can

access if they want help with

any aspects of re-training or educating their horse. 

I was only too pleased to oblige, especially as we now have

at the yard a wonderful new indoor school which is a superb

venue in which to hold this sort of event, particularly at this

time of year when bad weather can disrupt activities.

So on November 30 we welcomed to Kingsley Park the

world-renowned riding coach Yogi Breisner (who has

conducted training sessions for our staff several times in the

past), along with the European Champion event rider Nicola

Wilson, and five RoR horses.

Although Yogi was there for the RoR event, having the

esteemed coach at Kingsley Park was too good an opportunity

to miss so I duly asked him if he would mind teaching an

extra couple of sessions to our team while he was on site. He,

of course, obliged, so we gathered some of the staff who were

particularly keen on being coached by him.

OGI led the first session with riders keen on having

further coaching. He worked on balance and length

of leg, and stress the importance of always working

the horse evenly on both sides. He also raised general issues

to benefit the riders and, consequently, the horses they ride.

The second session, also led by Yogi, was a new concept for

us in that it was the first time that riders have been given

Yogi Breisner and Nicola Wilson with the five retrained racehorses in the indoor school

Yogi with the group of yearling riders
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tuition on yearlings, as the

horses are usually two-year-olds

or older. Yogi worked on the

importance of doing the simple

things really well in order to lay

down the basics with a young

horse. 

The third and final morning

session was taken by our in-

house riding coach Angie Fall,

who is a master at guiding less

experienced riders in coping

with fit racehorses and dealing

with different, difficult

situations. 

Angie often teaches our new

recruits from the racing schools

how to adjust to riding horses

out in the open spaces of

Kingsley Park and up the

gallops.

E then set out poles and jumps so that we were all

prepared for the afternoon sessions and, after a

light lunch, Yogi and Nicola began the training

with the RoR horses. They started with the least experienced

two horses and set up various exercises for them. 

They then progressed to the next stage with the next group

of horses, which were more experienced but had to tackle

more difficult exercises, which included some technical

jumping.

As part of it all a “progression to jumping” video was

filmed, which will be aired on January 12 and include a live

session at 7pm. The film will then be stored in their library of

information for all to refer to. Details can be found on the

RoR website (www.ror.org.uk) and Facebook page.

FANTASTIC day was had by all and it was lovely

to be involved with such a variety of former racing

thoroughbreds. They were so versatile and it was just

great to see them take to a new job in their lives after racing.

Thank you so much to all who took part. I know our team

enjoyed it all so much that they are keen for more tuition. And

let’s hope our guests want to come back for more!

Angie Fall teaches a group of young riders
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